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Abstract 

In this paper we propose an extension to the work of 
Lischinski et al [1] on combining hierarchical radiosity 
method and discontinuity meshing. The extension pro
posed here supports higher order radiosity function at 
the es timation s tep itself. We have carried out this ex
tension using M ulti- Wavelet basis function s. Unlike th e 
multi-wavelet radiosity work of Gortler et al [2] which 
uses reg ular quad-tree subdivision , we carry out the 
subdivision along the discontinuity boundary. In other 
words , inst ead of deriving the fin er basis functions by 
uniform parametric dilations of a mother basis function , 
we derive the finer basis by mapping the mother basis 
to arbitrary subdomains created during the subdivision 
along th e discontinuity boundary. To carry out push 
and pull operations, which are crucial to the hierarchi
cal algorithm, we compute the necessary filter functions. 
Our method combines th e advantages of wavelet radios
ity and discontinuity meshing . The preliminary result 
shows signifi cant computational improvement. 

1 Introduction 

As of today, hierarchical method is the state of th e art 
meth od of solving radiosity in any general environm ent. 
This method was first introduced in [3,4] to estimate ra
diosity as piece wise constant functions over the environ
ment. Subsequently by using multi-wavelet basis fun c
tions with higher vanishing moments (> 1) th e method 
was extend ed [2] to directly estimate radiosity as piece
wise higher order polynomial functions. Directly com
puting higher order functions implies lesser amount of 
disc retisation and hence lesser overall effort in the illu
minat ion computation. These methods require a regular 
disc retisation of surfaces. The surfaces needing subdivi
sions were subdivided by half in each of their paramet
ric dimensions. This type of subdivision gives the best 
average performance wh en it is not a t all possible to de
ri ve tile complexity of th e underlying radiosity function . 
However , in certain cases it may be possible to derive 
some information on the complexity of the fun ctio n. In 
s uch case, instead of carrying out the regular subdi vi
sion to finally fo cus on th e complex region , it will be 

Figure 1: Discontinuity and Wavelet Dilation Functions. 

most appropriate to use the derived co mplexity informa
tion to direc tly localise th e complexity. We shall take 
an example of a shadow disco ntinuity shown in figure 
1. Localising this disco ntinuity by regular subdivision 
will require a very large number of subdivisions . How
ever , if the discontinuity can be known by some other 
extraneous method (say discontinuity meshing) then a 
single subdivision of the surface will be sufficient to cap
ture th e complexity. This example tends to suggest that 
at the preprocessing stage we carry out the subdivisio n 
of the environment using a discontinuity mesher. How. 
ever , such preprocessing approach are extremely expen
sive because , 

• in th e absence of the knowledge of the act ual illumi
nation distribution in the environment , th e predis
cretisation s tep is likely to create far more number 
of disc rete s urfaces than actually required , and 
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• prediscretisation would mean an increase in th e 
number of individual interacting elements in the 
environment , hence a quadratic increase in the il
lumination computation time. 

To overcome this problem Lischinski et al [1] introduced 
th e discontinuity driven hierarchical radiosity method 
in which they co mbined the advantages of hierarchical 
radiosity and discontinuity meshing. T hey carried out 
the normal hierarchical radiosity algorithm to compute 
interaction between surfaces in the environm ent , but a t 
the subdivision step of the hierarchical algorithm , in
stead of using the regular quad-tree subdivision , they 
used irregular subdivision of surfaces along discontinu
ity boundaries. However , they restricted their method 
to the estimation of piece wise const ant radiosity func
tions. For better visual reconstruction of the estimated 
radiosity fun ction , only in a post-processing step they 
carried out higher order (quadratic) interpolation. 

We extend the work of Lischinski et al by directly es
tim a ting piece wise higher order radiosity fun ction . This 
work combines the advantages of wavelet-radiosity and 
discontinuity meshing. As in Gortler et al [2] we have 
used M ulti-wavelet basis fun ction to carry out th e ex
tension. 

The organisation of t he paper is as follows. We briefl y 
in t rodu ce th e fun ction approximation and hiera rchical 
radiosity. Then we derive the filt ers to carry out t he 
crucial push/pull opera tion. Finally we demonstrate its 
successful application to a simple tes t environment . 

2 Radiosity Function Approximation 
and Hierarchical Algorithm 

In an environm ent wi t h diffusely refl ectin g and/or emit
t ing surfaces th e radiosity of any surface p can be ex
pressed using the following equation: 

N 

8 p(x) = Ep(x) + L j Kq_ p(X, y) Bq( y)dy (1) 
q=1 Aq 

where N is th e number of surfaces in th e envi ro nment, 
x and y a re points and Bp(x ), Bq(y) t he radiosity func
tions over the surfaces p and q res pec ti vely, Ep(x) is 
the emittance fun ction over the surface p and K q _ p , th e 
kel'nel of the integ ral operator , represe nts th e interact ion 
betwee n surfaces q and p and can be ex pressed as 

_ _ _ cos Ox cos 0 y __ 
Kq_ p(X, y) = pp(X) 2 Vex, y) (2) 

7rT 

wh ere p is the diffuse refl ectivity at a point , r th e dis
t ance between x, y, V the visibility between x, y, a nd Ox, 
By respect ively are th e angles betwee n th e line joining x 
and y, and the surface norm als at those poin ts. 

Solu t ion of this type of eq ua tion is ofte n carried out by 
using fun ction a pproxim ation technique. T his met hod 
seeks for the exact solution by projec tin g t he involved 
functions onto a fini te dim ensional space, i.e. th e radios
ity fun ction B is approximated by a linear co mbin ation 

of basis fun ctions: 

B( x) = B (u , v) ~ L bk Nk(u , v) 
k =1 

where n is th e number of basis fun c tions , bk'S a re un
known a pproxima tion coeffi cients and N k 's are t he cho
sen basis fun ctions. 
A set of linear equ a tions [5] of t he type 

N nq 

ep,i + L L Kq_ p, ij bq,) 
q=1 j =1 

(3 ) 

where i = l. .n p and 11 1" n q are the number of approxi
mation coeffi cients for Bp(u, v) and Bq(s, t ), and 

are t hen derived from equ a tion 1 by using ort hogonal 
basis fun ctions and Galerkin error minimisation tech
nique. T he solu t ion is carried out by following an it
erative method such as Gauss-Seidel method or Sou t h
well! relaxation method till convergence. T he complex
ity of solving this system for the wh ole environm ent is 
O(L

p 
n p )2 The accuracy of the resultin g solut ion de

pends on how correc tly the radiosity fun ction on each 
surface has been approxima ted to arrive at t he linear 
equation. T he brute force method of improving t he ac
curacy is to increase the number of basis fun ction 111' for 
the approximation of radiosity fun ction of each surface 
p. However , as the complexi ty of t he technique indi
cates the quadratic increase in compu tation tim e wi t h 
t he increase in the number of basis fun ction , one must 
make optimal use of the number of basis fun ction for 
any approximation. 

Hiera rchical algorithm [4] addresses t his problem by 
making so me cru cial observations. T hey a re : 

• To write an expression for the unkn ow n rad iosity 
function of surface p of t he type give n in equ ation 
(3) , we need the expression of radiosity fun ction 
of all other surfaces q which are fu lly or parti ally 
visible to p . 

• I t is possible to decide on t he maximum disc ret isa
t ion of each surface fo r any give n acc uracy in t he 
solu tion of the radiosity function. 

• If a particul ar accuracy in compu tation of radiosity 
of surface p requires a fin er discretisation of s urface 
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Figure 2: Push-P ull operation. 

q, t hen it is not necessary that for the same com
putational accu racy in radiosity of anot her surface 
r will require th e discretisation of q to the same 
fin eness. Proba bl y a coarser discretisation or much 
fin er disc retisation may be required . 

T he last observation is very cru cial because if we can use 
different levels of disc retisation of a particular su rface to 
se t up t he system of equ at ions of the type (3) th en th e 
ove rall complexity of th e solution is bound to be much 
less than 00:=p np)2 wh ere np is th e maximum discreti
sation of the s urface p. M aking use of this observation 
demands that one must 

• associate a hierarchy of subdivisions with each sur
face and 

• at any tim e during th e iterative solu tion of radios
ity, maintain with each level of the hiera rchy the 
radiosity informatio n commens urate to t he level. 

Maintaining radiosity fun ction a t different levels during 
t he ite rat ion requires 2 operations kn own as push and 
pull operations. In t he next section we desc ribe th e basic 
ingredients necessary for th ese operations. 

3 Push/Pull Operation 

Let us consider the simples t case of an one-level surface 
discretisation shown in fi gure 2. Un like t he quad-tree 
uniform subdivision , here th e subdivisio n is binary and 
non- uniform. G iven th e app roximation of a fun ction , 
B(x). defin ed over t he level 0, t he push operation com
pll tes the approximation of t he th e fun ction at level 1. 
And simil a rl y, give n th e a pproximation at level ] , th e 
pull opera tio n computes th e approxim ation of t he fun c
t ion at level O. Let us defin e three sets of orth onorm al 
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basis fun ctions N~)(x), N~ ) (x) and N~) (x) such t hat 
they are zero ou tside t he domains 0 0, 0 1 and O2 respec
t ively, and if we assume that a unit squ are in paramet ric 
dom ains (u, v) , (u' , v') and (u" , v") span 0 0 , 0 1 and O2 

respectively, th en 

N~)(u,v) 

N~) (u' ,v') 

N~) (u" , v") 

M m(u ,v ) 

M m(u' , v') 

M m(u" , v") 

where M m's are the scaling function of a mul tiwavelet 
basis of vanishing moment M. 

With these definitions we can write the approxima
tion of the radiosity function at the given two levels as 
follows: 

Approximation at Level 0 : 

MxM 

B(u , v) ~ L b~) N~)(u , v) (4) 
m =l 

where 

Approximation at Level 1 

MxM 

B (u , v) ~ L b~ ) N~)(u ' (u, v) , v' (u , v)) (5) 

wh ere 

m =l 

MxM 

+ L b~) N~)(u"(u , v), v"(u , v)) 
m= l 

N~) (u ' , v')du' dv' , 

b~) 1:'=0 1:'=0 B(u(u" , v" ), v(u", v")) 

N~) (u", v" )du" dv". 

Push Filters : As explained above, pushing amounts 
to computing the approximation coeffi cients b~)'s and 
b~) 's from th e approximation coeffi cients b~) ' so We de
ri ve t hem as follows. 

1:=0 1 ,1=0 B(u(u' , v') , v(u' , v' )) 

N~ ) (u' , v' )du' dv' 

/ * Using approx of B from eq.4 we get , */ 

]

1 j l MxM 

,,'=0 v' =O ~ b~O) N~O)( u (u ' , v'), v(u' , v')) 
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N~ ) (u', v')du'dv' 

MxM t t 
~ b~O) }u'=o } v'=o N~O ) (u(u' , v') , v(u' ,v')) 

N~ ) (u', v')du'dv' 

(6 ) 
n=] 

where 

1~=0 1~=0 N~O) (u( u' , v'), v( u' , v')) 

N~ ) ( u' , v' )du' dv' 

and similarly 

MxM 

b(2) "" (0 - 2) b(0) 
Tn ~ cm,n n 

n =l 

where 

;,1 ;'1 N(O) ( (1/ 1/) (1/ 1/ )) 
n U U ,V ,v u ,V 

1£"=0 v"=O 

N~) (ul/, vl/)dul/ dvl/ 

The coeffi cients C~:;:; I ),S and C~:;:;2 ),S make the push fil
ter. 

Pull Filters : These filt ers are responsible for comput
ing b~)'s from b~)'s and b~) 's. Simila r to the derivation 
of push filters we derive them as follows. 

1~0 1~0 B(u , v)N~)(u, v) dudv 

/ * Using approx of B from eq.5 we get, */ 
I I MxM 

1=0 1=0 L b~l) N~I )(U '(U , v), v'(u , v)) 
n =} 

t t MxM 

+ }U=O } V=O L b~2) N~2)( UI/(u , v) , vl/(u ,v)) 
n =1 

N,<;;)(u , v)dudv 
MxM I I 

~ b~l) 1=0 1=0 N~I)(U'(U, v), v'(u, v)) 

N~) (u, v)dudv 

MxM t t 
+ L b~2 ) )" } " N~2 ) (ul/(u ,v),v l/(u ,v) ) 

n = 1 u = O v = O 

N~) (u, v ) d ~Ldv 
MxM 

L [ c~:;:;O) b\,I ) + c\~:;:;0)b~2)l 
n=l 

where 

(I-O) 
Cm,n 

(2 - 0) 
Cm,n 

1~0 1~0 N~I)(U'(U , v), v'(u, v)) 

N~)(u, v)dudv, 

1~0 1~0 N~2)(ul/(u , v), vl/(u , v)) 

Nf:;)(u, v)dudv. 

The coefficients c~:;:;O)'s and c~:;:; O )'s make the push fil
ter. 

Relation Between Push and Pull Filters: As we a re us
ing orthogonal basis function s, it may be worthwhile to 
see if th ere exis ts any relationship between the push/ pull 
filters , which can reduce the computational effort for 
evaluating these filt er coeffi cients. We s hall firs t try to 
find a relationship between c~;O) and C~; I ) 

(1 -0) 
cm ,n l~o 1~0 N~I)(U'(U, v), v'(u, v)) 

N~)(u, v)dudv 
u' VI 

1'=0 1'=0 N~I ) (U', v') 

Nf:;) (u( u' , v' ), v( u', v') )A( u' , v' )du'dv' 

where th e point (0,0) in th e (u, v) dom ain maps to (0,0) 
in the (u' , v') domain and (1,1) maps to ([] ' , V') a nd as 
0 1 COo, both [] ' , V' are g reate r than 1. A (u' , v') gives 
the qu anti tat ive area relationship betwee n a differential 
area in (u , v ) dom ain and a differential are in (u', v' ) do
mam. 
From the definition , N~I)O is zero outside the paramet
ric unit square. So we can reduce the integration limit 
in the a bove equation to arrive at: 

(7) 

Nf:; ) (u( u' , v'), v( u', v' ) )A( u' , v')du'dv' 

From th e equation 7, we see that only when A( u' , v' ) is a 
constant function (C), we can find a simple relat ionship 
between th e push a nd pull filters as foll ows: 

(I - O) 
cm ,n C / :=0 1,1=0 N~I ) (u' , v ' ) 

N~~)( u(u' , v') , v(u ' , v'))du'dv' 

C 
(0 -1) 

Cll ,tn 

For example, when we have subdivision by uniform di
lation of a factor 2, as in [4,2] th en we have A(u' , v' ) is 

t d . I t 0 25 S (I - O) . c (0-1) cons a nt an IS eq ua 0 . . , 0 crn,n = 0.2,) cn ,m. . 
Howeve r , for arbitrary s ubdivisions, it will not be possi
ble to find any such simple relat ionship . T hus one has to 
compute th e push filt ers and the pull filt ers separately. 

So far we have disc ussed th e operation from th e top 
mos t level to the next le vel. T he same discussion can 
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(b) 

Figure 3: Re-parametrisation Issue. 

be extended to any pair of levels . For every level of 
discretisation we have to compute the equivalent filter 
fun ction. It must be noted here that similar filt ers were 
also required for the push/pull using multi-wavelets with 
uniform dilation. But this uniform dilation allowed one 

• to use predefined filter coefficients, and 

• the filt er coefficients were same between any paIr 
of consecutive discretisation levels. 

Whereas, in the push/pull operation with arbitrary dis
cretisation 

• the filter function is likely to vary for every pair of 
consecutive discretisation level, and 

• these must be computed at each level during the 
discretisation process . 

4 Re-parameterisation 

Subdivision of a biparametric surface along an arbitrary 
boundary may lead to patches which are difficult to 
directly parameterise (example: figure 3(a». All our 
above discussion assumes that we are able to map the 
mother multi-wavelet basis function to the domain of the 
subdivided patch , we must find a mechanism of repa
rameterisation. To do this , we use a very simple ap
proach. The approach is demonstrated in figure 3(b) 
which avoids the parameterisation problem posed int 
figure 3(a). We make sure that each discretisation step 
leads to discretisation of only one parametric dimension . 
If it is not so, we introduce another extra step to guar
antee this disc retisation . 

5 Results 

We show here the advantages of applying high er or
der approximation with subdivision across discontinu
ity boundary using a simple test scene given in figure 4. 

Sour~ lIi\ _ 
/1"\ 

Figure 4: A typical scene . 
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Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 compile the results obtained with 
various strategies . The strategies are respectively: 
(a) uniform subdivision with constant basis function 
(1776 patches, with subdivision limited to maximum 6 
levels of quad_tree) , 
(b) subdivision at discontinuity boundary with constant 
basis function (1019 patches) , 
(c) uniform subdivision with multi-wavelet basis func
tion with 4 vanishing moments (262 patches), and 
(d) subdivision at discontinuity boundary with multi
wavelet basis function with 4 vanishing moments (3 
patches). 
In each of the cases the total number of patches resulting 
in the process has been given to show the performance 
improvement. The decision , of whether to subdivide or 
not , has been taken by consulting an oracle similar to 
the one used in [2] i. e. by trying to find if it is possible 
to get a polynomial fit , of the necessary degree (which in 
our case is between 0 to 3) within a predefined threshold , 
for the integration kernel of equation 1. The threshold 
has been kept same for all th e above experiments. 

Note that working with multi-wavelet basis function 
(with M=4) involves up to 16 times more effort for each 
patch in the given case, as compared to effort using con
stant basis ·function at the same level. So if we com
pare uniform subdivision results (i.e. (a) and (c» , even 
though higher order basis functions results in a smaller 
number patches , still then the overall effort far exceeds 
that due to constant basis function . However , the re
sult due to arbitrary subdivision with higher order basis 
function performs much favourably compared to all the 
strategies. 

It is a coincidence that in the example given the 
patches resulting after discontinuity meshing did not re
quire any further subdivision. However , in general fur
ther subdivisions may be required . In such case , one 
can go back to the normal quad-tree subdivision and 
use the predefin ed push/pull filt ers. I t is simply a mat
ter of keeping a flag in the hierarchy, which indicates 
whether the level below is du e to uniform meshing or 

4· 
.. · .... ···" , 
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du e to discontinuity meshing . 

6 Conclusion 

We believe that our proposed technique can be used in 
the co mplex environments with substantial benefits. We 
are carrying out these tes ts. In th e discussion of the 
paper , we have emphasised on th e subdivision along the 
discontinuity boundary. However , th e method is not 
limited to this. As long as one is able to decide on a 
bes t boundary of s ubdivision one can apply th e above 
method . We are planning to extend the method to the 
adaptive mesh generation work of CampbeU and Fussel 
[6]. 
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Figure 5: Uniform meshing + Constant Basis. Figure 7: Unifo rm meshing + Higher Order Basis. 

Figure 6: Discontinuity mes hing + Constant Basis. Figure 8: Discontinuity meshing + Higher Order Basis. 
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